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foccus pre marriage inventory sample questions - sample questions the foccus pre marriage inventory is a
comprehensive user friendly tool for use by lay individuals couples or professionals who are helping couples prepare for
marriage and who become trained as foccus facilitators the foccus inventory is designed to help engaged couples
appreciate their unique relationship learn more about themselves and discuss topics important to their lifelong marriage,
foccus pre marriage inventory sampler foccus inc usa - the foccus facilitator sets up the inventory for a couple to either
take online or in paper pencil form couples complete the inventory independently on the inventory the couple answers
questions related to issues such as communication problem solving religion dual career cohabitation parenting sexuality
finances and more, my big fat catholic wedding part ii the foccus test - the test has 16 categories with about 10
questions each they re all randomly shuffled a few examples the lifestyle expectations category had statements like these
we are in agreement about the husband and wife roles each of us expects of the other in our marriage relationship i fully
agree with my future spouse s occupation or career plans, foccus questionnaire marriage preparation programs - 2 the
marriage preparation program 3 a foccus test that is given scored and explained with the couple 4 meetings with the priest
who will celebrate your wedding to complete the necessary paperwork and plan your wedding 5 setting up the church and
then cleaning up after the wedding, foccus questions pdf santicavision info - foccus test the knot august sig challenge
we did foccus questions with our deacon but it was more of a casual question answer and discussion this includes attitudes
and expectations about money sex communication household roles etc, does anybody know the questions that are on
the foccus - best answer there is no such thing as cheating on this test unless you and your partner discuss the questions
to make sure you put the same answers it s just designed to help counselor priest whoever foresee what possible difficulties
may arise in your marriage based on your priorities values expectations etc, psychology marriage and family exam 2
chapters 5 8 - start studying psychology marriage and family exam 2 chapters 5 8 learn vocabulary terms and more with
flashcards games and other study tools, the foccus test little miss wedding planner - the foccus test basically it s a set of
156 questions designed to get you and your partner talking about a lot of the things that go into making a marriage work it s
created by a private company foccus inc usa but has a lot of questions that lead back to some of the church s teachings a
lot of the questions are pretty typical stuff things, the most widely used premarital inventories thespruce com - marriage
inventories and tests the foccus inventory is considered by many marriage experts to be very user friendly affordable and
couple centered it is an adaptable research based test with 189 questions it is widely used in catholic pre cana programs for
those for couples preparing to be married in a catholic church
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